USE FO1Z CHEMICAL ANALYSIS	log
as unity) Is to be ascribed to an atom with atomic weight 8
carrying a single charge or to one with an atomic weight 16
carrying two charges or to one with atomic weight 24 with three
charges may be removed by the considerations given on page
47. For example, If the particle producing this parabola A
carries a double charge there will be another and more Intense
parabola B for which the value ofe/m Is twice that for A, and the
parabola B will have a prolongation towards the vertical axis,
the distance of the head of this prolongation from the vertical
axis being half the distance of the heads of the normal para-
bolas (see p. 47), If A represents a particle with a threefold
charge there -will be another stronger parabola B for which
elm has three times the value corresponding to the parabola As
and B will have a prolongation towards the vertical axis ex-
tending to one third of the normal distance.
3. For the purposes of Chemical Analysis It is not neces-
sary to use the elaborate apparatus shown in Fig, 10, the
simpler one shown in Fig. 6 Is all that Is required for this
purpose. The more elaborate apparatus is only required when
we require to know accurately the values of the quantities
A and B which occur In the expression for ejni.
For the determination of the masses of the particles pro-
ducing the different parabolas the measurement of the quantities
A and B Is unnecessary Jf we can recognize the particle which
produces any particular parabola. For since A and B are the
same for all the parabolas, then for any two parabolas we have
by the equation on page 106
when (elm\, (e/m\ are the values of elm, for the particles pro-
ducing the parabolas (i) and (2) respectively, (r^) 0%T2) are
the co-ordinates of any point on the first and second parabolas
respectively.

